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Drone image looking northwest showing the Site in pink (Courtesy of 466DCR Urban Properties Inc. Annotated by ERA, 2019).

West (primary) elevation of the building on the Site (Courtesy of 466DCR Urban Properties Inc.).
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Executive Summary
Background

Recommendations

This preliminary report has been prepared for
466DCR Urban Properties Inc. for the property at
466 Dovercourt Road (the “Site”).

In summary, ERA finds that:

The Site is comprised of one mixed-use building
constructed c.1915 and a rear garage constructed
c.1920 for residential, cultural and commercial
purposes. The building housed the well-known
Matador Ballroom from 1964-2007, and has since
remained vacant.
Heritage Resources

1. The Site carries associative value in its
connection with The Matador Ballroom,
including its exterior signage and signature wall;
2. The conservation strategy for the Site should
be to interpret its associative value; and
3. Further clarification from Heritage Staff
regarding how best to secure an interpretation
strategy for the Site is needed.

The building on the Site is not designated under
Part IV or Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act, nor is
it listed on the City of Toronto’s Heritage Register. In
April 2015, City Council adopted a motion (TE5.85)
requesting that the Director of Urban Design, City
Planning Division evaluate the property for potential
inclusion on the City’s Heritage Register. The Site is
not adjacent to any listed or designated properties.
Integrity & Value Assessment
Based on the findings of an on-site building condition
review and preliminary research, the existing building
on the Site has associative value tied to its use as a
cultural facility for dance classes, events and musical
performances, and important former role as a key
music performance venue, The Matador, in the City
of Toronto.
In terms of the building’s design, ERA finds that the
building’s atypical form most closely resembles an
institutional type building, but with a residential
walk-up apartment style principal elevation. The
walk-up apartment is a building style seen in many
neighbourhoods across the City of Toronto, and it
is executed in a modest manner on the Site.
Issued: December 17, 2019
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Map showing the Site’s location within the Dufferin Grove neighbourhood. The Site is outlined in dashed pink and areas of
Archaeological Potential are shaded in pink (City of Toronto. Annotated by ERA, 2019).

View looking north along Dovercourt Road with Site on the
left (Google Maps, 2019).

View looking southwest along Dovercourt Road with Site
on the right (Courtesy of 466DCR Urban Properties, 2019).
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Site Description and Context
The Site is an approximately 0.18 acre property located on the west
side of Dovercourt Road, one property north of the northwest corner
of College Street and Dovercourt Road. The property is bordered by
Dovercourt Road to the east, and Bill Cameron Lane to the west.
The property consists of a two-storey brick building of an atypical
form, with the closest relationship to an institutional building type,
but with a residential walk-up apartment style principal elevation.
The building is long, stretching the full length of the property between
Dovercourt Road and Bill Cameron Lane. It features a flat roof, and
a duplex-style front facade, with a repeating entrance and doubleheight bay window pattern.
The building on the Site last served as the Matador Ballroom (closed
since 2007), which is commemorated by a standing sign projecting
above the southern door affixed to the east (front) elevation.
The Site is included within the mixed-use Commercial Residential
zone along College Street, and marks the boundary to the adjacent
Residential zone to the north along Dovercourt Road.

1.2 Heritage Status
There are no listed or designated heritage resources on or adjacent
to the Site. The Site is currently not subject to any heritage policies.
In April of 2015, councillor Ana Bailão filed a motion (TE5.85) to request
that the Director of Urban Design, City Planning Division evaluate
the property for potential inclusion on the City’s Heritage Register.
The motion was adopted by City Council; however, the City has not
published the results of their evaluation.

2
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Site
City of Toronto property data map
showing the Site outlined in dashed
pink and no adjacent heritage resources (City of Toronto. Annotated by
ERA, 2019).
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Site history and evolution
This section describes how the Site and its surrounding
area have evolved over time, and the distinct periods
of activity that brought the Site to its current state as a
vacant former cultural facility.

2.1 Early Settlement - Park Lots
In the 1790s, private property ownership was introduced
to what would become the Province of Ontario. For the
geographic area that would become the City of Toronto,
this began with the survey of the Town of York, which was
closely followed by the creation of thirty-two 100-acre
“Park Lots.” The Park Lots extended from the Don River
in the east to near Lansdowne Avenue in the west, from
Bloor Street in the north to Queen Street (then “Lot Street”)
in the south.
The founder of York, John Graves Simcoe, and his successor,
Peter Russell, selectively granted the Park Lots to attract
settlers. Eventual Park Lot owners were free to lay out
streets and subdivide their properties in any configuration,
which resulted in the road network and development
patterns seen in the area today.
The Site first formed part of the north half of Park Lot
26. Ownership of this Park Lot changed several hands
between the late 1790s and early 1800s, as follows:
•
•
•

1798: Patented by Alexander McNabb, a Revolutionary War lieutenant in the Queen’s Rangers;
1798-1803: Sold to William Crooks; and
1833: Northern 50-acres above College Street
sold to George Taylor Denison I, son of John and
Sophia Denison.

1862 map showing G. T. Denison II’s Rusholme and R. L.
Denison’s Dover Court. The Site is shown in pink. The
Denison estates as they would appear two decades
later in 1884 are outlined in blue (Toronto Historical
Maps, annotated by ERA, 2019).
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Transition from Estate Character to Urban Character
The following series of Fire Insurance Plans, ranging from 1884 to 1924, demonstrate how the area evolved
throughout a 40 year-period. In the 1880s, the neighbourhood was subdivided but largely undeveloped
and the Denison estates (outlined in dashed blue) still dominated the area. By 1913, urban development
had moved west, and the area was becoming an intensified neighbourhood.
1884

1899

1913

1924

Fire Insurance Plans showing the Site outlined in dashed pink, and the Denison Estates outlined in dashed blue
(City of Toronto Archives. Annotated by ERA, 2019).

4
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Denison Estates on Park Lots 25-27
Throughout the 19th century, the Denison family patriarch, John Denison, and his
descendents consolidated Park Lots 25, 26 and 27.
Beginning in 1815, John Denison purchased Park Lot 25 and established an estate house,
Brookfield, at the corner of Queen and Ossington. Upon John’s death in 1824, Sophia
Denison continued to live in the estate house and later transferred its ownership to
her son-in-law, John Fennings Taylor. The lands were mostly inherited by their eldest
son, George Taylor Denison I.
In the late 1800s, the family began to subdivide their lands, while retaining sizable estate
properties amidst these new neighbourhoods. By 1884, there were four Denison estate
houses located just south of the Site, between the newly-laid-out College Street and
Ossington, Dundas and Gladstone:
•

George Taylor Denison I’s sons, George Taylor Denison II and Richard Lippincott
Denison, had built side-by-side estates just south of the Site: George Taylor II’s
Rusholme (1838) to the west and Richard’s Dover Court (1853) to the east;

•

A house was constructed for Frederick Denison, son of George Taylor Denison II,
just north;

•

George Taylor Denison III’s Heydon Villa (1864), son of George Taylor Denison II, just
northeast.

The 1890s-1900s saw significant development on the subdivided Denison lands. College
Street became a major east-west arterial with main-street commercial character.

Archival photograph of George Taylor Denison II’s estate
house, Rusholme, constructed by 1838 (Toronto Public
Library).

Archival photograph c.1923 of George Taylor Denison III’s
estate house, Heydon Villa, constructed by 1864 (Toronto
Public Library).
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2.2 Commercial & Recreational Hub at College and Dovercourt
As College Street began to develop in the early 1900s, a commercial and recreational
hub formed at the corner of College Street and Dovercourt Road. The first buildings to be
constructed were commercial in use, including a building constructed on the northeast
corner of College Street and Dovercourt that was the only building in close proximity
to the Site for a decade. In 1909, the southwest corner was developed with a Bank of
Commerce building, designed by Frank Darling, which is now a Starbucks franchise.
The construction of recreational facilities closely followed, including the Perry Geo D
& Co’s amusements (constructed c.1911), the West End Branch of the YMCA (designed
by Edmund Burke and constructed c.1913), and an Allens Theatre (constructed c.1919).
1893

1893 Fire Insurance Plan showing the
Site (in dashed pink), a commercial
building on the northeast corner of
College Street and Dovercourt Road
(in dashed green) and vacant lots
extending to the east along the south
side of College Street (in dashed blue)
(Toronto Public Library; Annotated by
ERA, 2019).

1913

1913 Fire Insurance Plan showing the
Site (in dashed pink), new commercial
buildings on the north side of College
Street (in dashed green) including
Perry Geo D & Co. amusements west
of the Site, and the Bank of Commerce
building and the Western YMCA (in
dashed blue) at the southwest and
southeast corners, respectively, of
College Street and Dovercourt Road
(Toronto Public Library; Annotated by
ERA, 2019).

1924

6

1924 Fire Insurance Plan showing the
present-day building constructed on
the Site (in dashed pink) and the Allen’s Theatre at the northwest corner
of College Street and Dovercourt Road
(in dashed green) (Toronto Public
Library; Annotated by ERA, 2019).
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2.3 Site Evolution
The existing building on the Site continually accommodated cultural
and recreational uses, and related commercial enterprises, from its
initial construction until its closure in 2007.
1903

1913

1924

Fire Insurance Plans showing the evolution of the Site (outlined in dashed pink) from a vacant lot in 1903 and 1913, to hosting a brick building by 1924 (City of Toronto Archives. Annotated by ERA, 2019).

1915

1916

1917

City of Toronto Directories (from left to right: 1915, 1916 and 1917) showing the Site as vacant in c.1914, and the building on
the Site’s date of initial construction in c.1915 for Charles F. Davis, dancing teacher. Residential occupance of the Site by
Charles F. Davis occurs in c.1916-1917 (City of Toronto. Annotated by ERA, 2019).
Note: City Directories show building occupancy during the year prior to their issuance.
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Initial Ownership & Construction - Davis School
of Dancing
Fire Insurance Plans and City of Toronto Directories
show that the existing building on the Site was
constructed c.1914-1915 for Charles Freeman
(“Charles F.”) Davis, a dancing teacher.
Erecting a dance academy on the Site was no small
feat. Newspaper articles from January 17, February
18 and April 3, 1914 explain how the building came
to be erected on the Site. The City of Toronto’s Board
of Control initially objected to the construction of a
dancing facility on the property. Davis took action
against the City of Toronto and George F. W. Price,
acting City Architect. Davis requested and won a
mandatory injunction to compel the City to stamp
his plans and issue a permit to erect a house and
dancing academy on the Site.
The final building had a large assembly space on the
main floor, and an apartment in the upper storey. A
2015 Toronto Star article reported that the building
first opened as a community dance hall to raise
money for the troops in the First World War.
Dance was in the Davis family. Charles F. Davis
was born in 1863 as the first son of Ruth Davis
and John Freeman Davis, one of Toronto’s leading
dance teachers throughout the late 19th century.
Charles’ siblings Elsie M. and Albert R. were also
dance teachers who each taught in their father’s
school during the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Charles F. and his wife Martha had six children:
Charles F. Jr. (1885), John F. (1886), Maud E. A. (1888),
George A (1890), Ruth (1893), Wilfred S. (1896). City of
Toronto Directories also show that Charles F. Davis
lived above his dance studio from c.1917 until his
death in 1928.
Newspaper advertisement (Saturday, June 15, 1912) for a
kidney disease remedy endorsed by Prof. J.F. Davis, Charles
F. Davis’s father (Toronto Daily Star, 1912. Annotated by
ERA, 2019).
8
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Shifting Uses - Commercial Tenants
In the 1920s, the Site’s form and use began to change while the dance
academy was operational. The year after a fire had damaged an
existing garage on the Site in 1919, Charles F. Davis received building
permits to construct a garage at 466 and 468 Dovercourt Road. City
of Toronto Directories show several commercial occupants on the
Site, including:
•

College Battery Service is renting a garage (1922);

•

Clara Wiles, Chiropractor (1924-1926).

Newspaper
announcement about a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
• Bessie Miller, Chiropodist (1923);
fire that broke out in the garage at 466
Dovercourt Road on August 14, 1919
• Sarah Hurst, Hairdresser (1923-1924); and
(The Globe).
Marriage Announcement 2 -- No Title

The Globe and Mail (1936-Current); Oct 25, 1937; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Globe and Mail
pg. 14

The block north of the Site on Dovercourt appears to be home to
many doctors and dentists in the mid-1920s as well, indicating a
commercial cluster around the dance academy.

Newspaper announcement about two
garage permits issued for 468 and 466
Dovercourt Road on September 29,
1920 (Toronto Star).

Globe and Mail newspaper articles and City of Toronto Directories
record other types of commercial tenants as occupants of 466 and
488 Dovercourt Road into the 1950s and 1960s, including Elite Fur
Company (1955), Mukai Judo Institute (1960-1964), A Dorosh Real
Estate (1960-1964), Flamingo Press Commercial Printers (1960) and
Kobi’s Cabinet Shop cabinet makers (1960).
Shifting Uses - Bowling
In addition to commercial tenants, City of Toronto Directories also
show bowling as an activity on the Site from 1925 until 1964, starting
with the Dovercourt Bowling Club Ltd. (1925-1951) and later with Elite
Bowling (1955-1962). By 1936, according to newspaper articles, the
building was referred to as Davis’s Assembly Hall.

Newspaper announcement about the
Dovercourt Bowling Club on October
25, 1937 (Globe and Mail).

1953 building permit drawings show the building underwent renovations
to allow for a second storey bowling alley in the rear building, above
the “existing” bowling alley and behind the existing residence and
dance academy portion of the building. On-site investigation within
the basement of both buildings show that new entrances may have
been created to link the below grade areas beneath both buildings.

Excerpt from a newspaper article
(1928) showing that Martha J. Davis
inherited her husband’s entire estate
(Toronto Daily Star).
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During this period, Charles F. Davis died and his wife Martha inherited
the estate. City of Toronto Directories show that Davis School of
Dancing continued to operate in the building at 468 Dovercourt Road
beyond Charles F. Davis’ death until 1946. Between 1934 and 1955,
Davis family members continued to live above the dance studio,
including Elsie Davis (1934-1948), Ed Norman Davis (1934), and Thomas
H. Davis (1936-1954).
Changing Ownership - Ann Chopik Dunn and the Matador
According to building records, Jack Teplisky, owner of Elite Bowling, a
tenant of the building from 1953-1962, was the owner of the property
from 1953-1964. In 1963, Ann Chopik Dunn applied for building permit
to “make alterations to a bowling alley and dwelling building for a
private club and dwelling building.” Dunn successfully opened a live
music venue called The Matador Ballroom in 1964, and lived upstairs
with her five children.

Newspaper advertisement (outlined
in dashed pink) showing the Matador
Hall as available to let for “weddings,
parties etc.” (Toronto Daily Star, 1965).

pyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The Matador was known as a local watering hole and a popular late
night music venue in the City of Toronto. The book “Secret Toronto”
(2002) explains that The Matador started as a country music venue,
but by the 1980s evolved to feature rock, blues and rockabilly artists.
Shows began after midnight and performers were often unannounced.  
A shop at the entrance sold hot dogs, soft drinks and coffee.
Guests to The Matador would enter through the walk-up apartment
style portion of the building fronting onto Dovercourt Road. After
passing through the building’s tight residential corridor, the large,
open two-storey volume that housed the performance space at the
back of the building would be revealed.
The Matador hosted scores of musicians and artists throughout
its more than 40 year lifespan, some of which were documented
in newspaper articles and others only rumoured. Notable artists
included the following, among others:
•
•

10

Joni Mitchell - A member of Toronto’s early folk music scene,
Mitchell was rumoured to be a regular at The Matador;
Stompin’ Tom Connors - Connors’ unofficial biography
mentions that in the late 1960s, he played at The Matador
as a young undiscovered artist and was scouted by Mickey
Andrews, a member of the Horseshoe Tavern’s house band.
In 1989, Connors hosted his comeback party at The Matador;
and
PRELIMINARY CULTURAL HERITAGE EVALUATION REPORT |
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Newspaper advertisement (outlined
in dashed pink) describing The Matador as “Canada’s Original Country
Music After Hours Club” (Toronto Daily
Star, 1970).

•

Leonard Cohen - A Globe and Mail article (1994) says that
Cohen was a family friend of Ann Dunn since the 1960s. It is
rumoured that he wrote his 1992 hit “Closing Time” about The
Matador and filmed its black and white video there. Cohen
signed the wood-panelled back wall of the club in 1992.

Many performers signed a wood-panelled rear wall of the club, which
still exists today.
In 2007, a Toronto Parking Authority request to expropriate the Site for
a parking lot was adopted by Toronto City Council. The Globe and Mail
(2007) noted that City Council supported demolition of the building
primarily due to noise conflicts with surrounding residential uses.
Public outcry ensued; community members organized campaigns
and were successful in saving the building. Owner Ann Chopik Dunn
was seventy-nine years old at the time, and decided to close The
Matador as a result of the upheaval. The Matador never reopened.
A Toronto Star article (published on February 14, 2016) reported that
Paul McCauffey and his brother purchased the Site from Ann Dunn.

Photograph of Leonard Cohen’s signature on the wood-panelled back wall of
The Matador by R. Jeanette Martin (Now Toronto, 2015).
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Archival photograph of The Matador east (principal) elevation c.1980 with a sign in the window reading “Country Music
After Hours Club” (Toronto Public Library).

Photograph of Anne Dunn in front of The Matador in 2007, the year of its closure (Globe and Mail).

12
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Stitched photographs of the existing wood-panelled rear wall of The Matador with signatures from visiting artists, musicians, celebrities, etc. (ERA, 2019).
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modified
new cladding added
Annotated photograph of the existing building on the Site’s principal (east) elevation showing alterations (ERA, 2019).
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2.4 Building Evolution
Buildings and structures on the Site evolved alongside shifting cultural,
recreational and commercial uses. The following archival drawings,
maps and diagrams illustrate how this likely occurred based on site
investigation and review of the following documentation:
•
•
•

Building records, including architectural drawings from 1920,
1953 and 1964;
1924 Fire Insurance Plan; and
On-site photographic documentation.

Based on preliminary review of archival sources, the Site’s evolution
can be summarized as follows:
1. c.1915: Original residential units and dance hall constructed;
2. c.1920: 4-car garage added at the rear of the lot;
3. c.1920-1925: Internal renovations to permit a bowling alley in
the rear dance hall space, including raising the first floor in the
front portion of the building to create usable basement space
for the dance studio;
4. c.1953: Addition of a second storey bowling alley space above
the existing bowling alley in the rear portion of the building; and
5. 1964: Removal of the second storey bowling alley level at the rear
of the building and retrofit to accommodate a live music venue.

16
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1915

1920

1953

1964

Axonometric building models showing changes to the building on the Site’s footprint and floor levels over time (ERA, 2019).
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dance hall

apartments

potential
location
garage

crawlspace

1915

dance hall

apartments

garage

crawlspace

1920

new bowling alley
apartments
existing bowling alley

garage

dance studio
dance studio

crawlspace

1953

Matador nightclub

apartments

garage
dance studio
dance studio

crawlspace

1964

Building sections depicting the evolution of the building on the Site, indicating changes to floor levels over time (ERA,
2019).
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Looking west across Dovercourt Road toward the Site’s east (principal) elevation (ERA, 2019).

Views of the Site’s north, east and south elevations (ERA, 2019).
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Condition & Integrity assessment
3.1 Condition Assessment
ERA performed a general condition assessment on October 21, 2019.
All inspections were carried out from grade. Inspections were limited
to visible exterior and interior envelope features such as the masonry,
woodwork, windows and doors, flashings and rainwater management
systems (gutters and downspouts). No close up “hands on” inspections
were carried out using scaffolding or a lift.
General
Overall, the building on the Site appears to be in generally fair condition
with some areas in poor condition. The two storey structure, one storey
double height space and one storey rear garage at 466 Dovercourt
Road is a flat roof building of wood frame construction and exterior
brick walls.
Exterior Envelope
The brick exterior walls appear to be in fair condition with some areas
in poor condition showing mortar cracks, mortar loss, unsympathetic
mortar and brick repairs, brick delamination, efflorescence, graffiti,
parging. The first storey of the main façade has been over clad in black
angel stone and it appears to be in fair condition. Two original window
openings on the main elevation appear to have been over clad with
brick and angel stone. The central door on the main elevation appears
to have been altered with the removal of the canopy and increased
height of the door opening. The bay window on the main elevation
appears to have been altered with the lowering of the window sills.
The wood cornice on the main elevation has been over clad in metal
flashing.

Original windows have been replaced
on the first and second floors (ERA,
2019).
20

Northeast corner of the building,
where angel stone cladding is
revealed (ERA, 2019).
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The building components were graded
using the following assessment terms:
Excellent: Superior aging performance.
Functioning as intended; no deterioration
observed.
Good: Normal Result. Functioning as intended; normal deterioration observed;
no maintenance anticipated within the
next five years.
Fair: Functioning as intended; Normal deterioration and minor distress observed;
maintenance will be required within the
next three to five years to maintain functionality.
Poor: Not functioning as intended; significant deterioration and distress observed; maintenance and some repair
required within the next year to restore
functionality.
Defective: Not functioning as intended;
significant deterioration and major distress observed, possible damage to support structure; may present a risk; must
be dealt with immediately.

Foundation

View of crawl space with exposed floor joists (ERA, 2019).

The exterior foundation walls are brick in construction
and appears to be in fair condition with some
areas in poor condition showing water damage
and efflorescence. A new concrete slab has been
poured in the basement and appears to be in good
condition. The ground floor wood joists are exposed
and appear to be in fair condition. There is a crawl
space in the western half of the one storey double
height space and it appears to be in fair condition.
Roof
The flat roof over the 2 storey structure appears to
be in fair condition with an area in the south west
corner appearing to be in poor condition where
there is standing water not draining to the roof
drain. The flat roof over the 1 storey double height
space appears to be in fair condition with an area
on the north side appearing to be in poor condition
where there is standing water not draining to the
roof drain. There appears to be an unfinished wood
floor structure for a roof deck on the east side.
Windows, Doors and Skylights

View east along the northern portion of the roof towards
one of the skylights (ERA, 2019).

The original windows and doors appear to have
been replaced with newer wood, vinyl and glass
block windows and glass and metal doors. The new
windows and doors appear to be in fair condition.
The existing skylights appear to be in fair condition.

Raised eastern basement window shows multiple alterations (ERA, 2019).
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Interior Condition
The ground floor of the 2 storey building shows the
exterior brick walls exposed, ceiling joists exposed
fitted with roxul insulation, and exposed wall stud
framing and appears to be in good to fair condition.
The second floor of the 2 storey building shows the
exterior brick walls exposed, roof joists exposed,
and exposed wall stud framing and appears to be
in fair to poor condition with water damage and
efflorescence on the interior bricks at the north
west and south west corners. The interior of the
one storey double height space appears to be in fair
condition with the roof joists exposed and original
wood strip flooring in place. The mezzanine area
appears to be in good condition.

View of the rear double-height ballroom space (ERA, 2019).

View inside the main entry shows alterations (ERA, 2019).

Northernmost bay window on east (primary) facade (ERA,
2019).
22

Wooden moulding at the rear of the double-height volume
space (ERA, 2019).
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View of stairs onto roof (ERA, 2019).

View of skylight condition (ERA, 2019).

View of second storey of the front portion of the building,
once the residential apartment (ERA, 2019).

Second storey bay window along east (primary) facade
(ERA, 2019).
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Intangible value: a Contested Site
The Site’s story is one of a contested building whose owner resulted to legal action to
support its initial construction, and which has and continues to polarize the opinions
of City of Toronto staff, residents and politicians.

4.1 Initial City Resistance to Construction
The Site began as a contested property due to its proposed cultural use. From the
beginning, Charles Freeman Davis’ proposal was to construct a mixed-use building—a
house and dance academy.
The City of Toronto initially opposed the idea. Despite preparing a permit for its
construction in September 1913, the permit was withheld until Davis won an injunction
that compelled the City to stamp his plans and issue a permit for their construction.
Davis’ struggle with City approvals likely influenced the design of the building, which
may have been designed with a residential walk-up apartment style principal elevation
to mitigate visual impacts on the surrounding residential neighbourhood.

Building Permit granted to C.F. Davis on September 15, 1913 by Acting City Architect G.F.W. Price (City of Toronto Archives).
24
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4.2 Cultural Uses & Associative Value
The Site’s hybrid built form hosted a variety of commercial and cultural uses including
Davis’ dance academy, complementary commercial operations such as a Hairdresser
and Chiropractor, and recreational uses including judo lessons, bowling and live music.
The building has been continually adapted over time to accommodate these changes
in use.
The Site’s associative value draws from its cultural uses over time, especially its most
well-known tenant, The Matador Ballroom, a live music venue in operation between
1964 and 2007.
The Site is associated with the City of Toronto’s evolution into a dynamic cultural hub.
Through its varied cultural uses, the Site contributed to the early development of
Toronto’s cultural industries. From its time as the former music venue The Matador,
the Site has also became associated with the musical careers of several well-known
Canadian performers including Joni Mitchell and Stompin’ Tom Connors.
Despite the important role the Site played in Toronto’s music scene, The Matador’s
existence polarized the City. By those who loved it, The Matador was described as
“legendary” and an “institution,” whereas other “traumatized neighbours” remember
early-morning drunken bad behaviour happening outside of their homes.
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4.3 Shifting City Perspectives Over Time
The City’s perspective on the Site has changed over time, and as recently as 2007
the building was nearly demolished. Following City Council’s approval of the Toronto
Parking Authority request to expropriate the Site, community members rallied around
the building to stop its conversion into a parking lot.
Exhausted from the ordeal, owner Ann Dunn closed The Matador in 2007 and the Site
has been vacant ever since. In 2010, Dunn sold the Site to brothers Paul and Gerry
McCaughey who envisioned reviving the reputation of The Matador and re-opening
the building as an 800-person capacity live music venue.
In the face of resistance from community activists, city staff and councillors, the new
owners secured trademarks, a liquor licence and a zoning certificate as a public hall
for the building. Despite these efforts, investor fatigue set in and the building was sold
in 2019.
In the midst of discussions for potential reuse, City Council adopted a motion to evaluate
the Site for potential inclusion on the City’s Heritage Register in 2015. The results of
this evaluation have not been released to the public, and the building remains as a
non-designated property.
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Conclusion
After reviewing the building’s condition on site and conducting
preliminary research, ERA concludes that the Site has associative
value tied to its use as a cultural facility for dance classes, events
and musical performances, and as an important former musical
performance venue, The Matador, in the City of Toronto. The exterior
signage and interior signature wall are particularly associated with
the Matador’s legacy.
We submit this preliminary study of the Site’s cultural heritage value
to Heritage Staff for their review and guidance.
Pending clarification from Heritage Staff, an interpretation strategy
should be prepared to explore opportunities to celebrate the Site’s
associative value. Elements that communicate the Site’s associative
value include:
•
•
•

The spatial experience of transitioning from a tight space to
an open space;
The wood-panelled signature wall; and
Matador Ballroom exterior signage.

Cultural facilities are quickly disappearing in the City of Toronto. In
addition to preparing an interpretation strategy, the Site’s cultural
heritage value could also be interpreted by reinstating cultural or
music-related uses through any future redevelopment of the Site.
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Zoe Chapin
Zoe Chapin is a planner with ERA Architects. She received a Bachelor
of Arts with majors in Political Science & Geography Urban Systems
and a Masters of Urban Planning from McGill University.
Kurt Kraler
Kurt Kraler is currently a registered Intern Architect (OAA) who
completed his Master of Architecture degree at the University of
Waterloo. His graduate thesis focused on the history of the themed
hotel resort typology in Las Vegas and the broader social implications
of the built environment. His work was recognized with the AIA Henry
Adams Medal and Certificate.
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Appendix II: Archival Drawings

Architectural drawing (dated 1920) showing design for a four-bay garage (City of Toronto Building Records).

Architectural drawing (dated 1953) showing design for the second floor bowling alley (City of Toronto Building Records).
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Architectural drawing c.1953 showing design for the second floor bowling alley (City of Toronto Building Records).

Architectural drawing c. 1953 showing building section of the second floor bowling alley (City of Toronto Building Records).
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Architectural drawing c.1964 showing the interior division of space between the Matador Ballroom and the front portion of
the building (City of Toronto Building Records).
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Page E14

Toronto Star (1971-2009); Apr 9, 1978; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Toronto Star
pg. E14

Appendix III: Additional Newspaper Articles

Newspaper article describing the country music scene in Toronto in the late 1970s, with reference to The Matador as “an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
after-hours country spot” (Toronto Star, 1978).
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Hayseed takes root

Basen, Ira
The Globe and Mail (1936-Current); Sep 12, 1981; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Globe and Mail
pg. A8

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Newspaper article describing the country music scene in Toronto in the early 1980s, with description of Ann Dunn and The
Matador (Globe and Mail, 1981).
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Matador memories: NOISES OFF

The Globe and Mail (1936-Current); Jun 2, 1994; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Globe and Mail
pg. C3

Reproduced
with permission
of the copyright
owner. and
Further
reproduction
prohibited
without
permission.
Newspaper article
describing memories
of The Matador,
describing
its connects
to artists
including
Leonard Cohen, k.d. lang, Blue Rodeo, Bruce Macdonald, Stompin’ Tom Connors and others (Globe and Mail, 1994).

Newspaper article noting that actors Minnie Driver and Harrison Ford attended The Matador, along with Vincent Schiavelli
(Toronto Star, 2001).
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